
















































from	 experimental	 data,	 imports	 the	




query	 the	 data	 in	 the	 database	
according	 to	 the	domain	ontology	 and	
find	the	related	experimental	data.	
	
Step	 5:	Ager	 publishing	 a	 paper,	 data	
and	 knowledge	 are	 available	 on	 the	
public	wiki	DAAP.	
	
Step	 6:	 Experts	 organize	 a	meeJng	 to	
review	 and	 validate	 the	 shared	 new	
knowledge	 and	 the	 shared	 	 resources	
according	to	the	domain	ontology.	
	
Step	 7:	 Researchers	 can	 query	 the	





of	 disagreement,	 users	 can	 change	 it.	
The	divergence	in	ontology	will	then	be	
discussed	in	step	6.	
Description	of	
unstructured	
knowledge	on	the	
public	wiki	DAAP
Review	and	
validation	of	new	
knowledge
Conception	of	
infoboxes	make	data	
available	
automatically	on	the	
wiki
Share	official
knowledge	base
Share	protocols	and	
measurements
Backup	processing	
scripts	,	backup	data	
(generated	to	artifact	
data*)	referred	in	the	
scientific	papers
Backup	the	data	files	
on	the	storage	server	
of	Paris-Saclay	
University
Defining	the	query	to	select		data;	writing	the		
processing	script	(Matlab,	R	or	Python	,	...)Metadata	extraction
After	each	measurement	
campaign
Definition	of	new	project	based	on	the	
acquired	knowledge
Detection	of	discrepancies	between	the	official	
knowledge	database	and	new	contributions
Validation	and	knowledge
translate	to	RDF
Ontology	deployment
Display	the	knowledge	base	
directly	on	the	Wiki
Public
Private
access
Knowledge,	raw	data	
storage	and	data	
treatment	steps		
Sharing	new	
knowledge
Publication 
of results
Keys	:
Using	a	MediaWiki
with	LinkedWiki 	extension
Using		TopBraid	software	to
write	in	RDF	knowledge
and	SHACL	constraints	
RDF	database	with	shared
access	v ia	SPARQL
RDF	database	with	private
access	v ia	SPARQL
Network-Attached	Storage
(NAS)	with	restricted	access	
SPARQL	query
Contributor
Storage	server	in	the
public	network	(http)
Description	of	the	
experimental	
protocol		on	the	
private	wiki	DAAP
(laboratory	
notebook)
Experts
Researchers
*The	artifact		data:			The	data	is	
computed	from	the	experimental	
data.
